Rhythm's gonna get you: regular meter facilitates semantic sentence processing.
Rhythm is a phenomenon that fundamentally affects the perception of events unfolding in time. In language, we define 'rhythm' as the temporal structure that underlies the perception and production of utterances, whereas 'meter' is defined as the regular occurrence of beats (i.e. stressed syllables). In stress-timed languages such as German, this regularity functions as a powerful temporal and structural cue in speech comprehension. Recent evidence shows that it also interacts with higher level linguistic faculties such as syntax (Schmidt-Kassow & Kotz, 2009a). The current ERP experiment investigated the impact of metric structure on lexico-semantic processing, comparing the effects of semantic and metric expectancy in regular and irregular metric sentence contexts. We predicted that (1) semantically unexpected words would result in an increased N400 amplitude and (2) metric context modulates the N400 amplitude. Our results confirm these predictions: semantically unexpected words elicit an N400 that is significantly smaller in a metrically regular than a metrically irregular sentence context. The current findings support the idea that metric regularity enhances the prediction of stress locations in a sentence context, which in turn facilitates lexico-semantic integration.